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Humour, entertainment, laughter, e-learning and a wide variety of media and technology may be 

used in planning the lessons as a vehicle of communication between teachers and taught. This helps the 

student teachers in gaining more professional confidence, maturity and insight and a chance to discover their 

potential and evolve their own style of teaching. This paper identifies opportunities for incorporating these 

modern approaches in classroom teaching, reviews their impact on learning outcomes and suggests reforms 

in the school based practice-teaching phase of teacher education. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Teacher education is the vehicle which carries a student teacher from the state of raw studenthood to 

the destination of effective teacherhood. Foundational knowledge about teacher’s roles/ responsibilities/ 

duties etc. is provided through theory based course materials but the actual practice of the professional role 

i.e. that of the subject content transactional is done through class room teaching practice phase. It is 

customary to teach twenty lessons each in two school subjects in a secondary level teacher education course. 

 

Practice teaching part of teacher education is the most crucial and sensitive part of its curriculum. 

This is the time when life long impressions of classroom teaching are made on the minds of the student 

teachers. The level of excitement, motivation and interest of ‘trying their hands’ is at its peak in them at this 

juncture but in reality this phase of teacher education becomes the most taxing time for all concerned. It 

becomes the monotonous twenty repetitions of similar type of rigid format governed exhaustively elaborate 

‘lesson. 

 

Plans’, approval/correction of which is the most dreadful experience to the Student teachers as they seldom 

match the expectations of their supervisors in the first draft and are raised as well as re-revised till perfection 

is attained in questioning, explaining, handwriting etc. The practice-in teaching phase occurs so suddenly 

and so intensely in the professional training life of the student teachers that they complete it in frenzy and 

hardly get time to speculate, ponder, experiment and practice new approaches in their lesson plans. 

 

Maximum participation of students in teaching learning process is secured through adopting the 

strategy of activity filled enjoyable learning approaches. 

 

Chldern of all the age groups love fun and show interest in play methods. Principles of learning by passing, 

learning by doing, learning by enjoying and learning by creating one’s own knowledge base can best be 

acquired through approaches which involve multi-sensory organs of the student in teaching learning process. 

Much of the researches have been conducted of different teaching learning strategies related to joyful 

learning activities and the results found to be positive. The Activity teaching-learning of Majumdar (1977), 

Modular approach of Dhamija (1985) Personalized system of instruction of Das Gupta (1987) Video 

instruction followed by teacher’s discussion of Das Gupta (1987) Video instruction followed by teacher’s 

discussion mode of Sharma(1991), Dramatization method of Kulkarni (1991), and Cooperative teaching 

technique of Malhotra (1998) and a number of other studies have given very promising and fruitful results. 

 

This persistent problem stimulated the author to encourage student teachers in trying out teaching 

practice based on a few popular principles of joyful teaching and learning. The approaches designed for the 
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use of this experimental group of student teachers were: 

 

1. Support of Media as Resource in Teaching  

 

2. E-Learning in Teacher Education  

 

3. Constructivism Used in Teacher Education  

 

1.Supports of Media as Resource in Teaching 

 

In the information age in which we live it is virtually impossible to ignore or avoid everyday media. 

But we can use media to expand our as well as our students understanding of the world in a positive way. 

We must encourage the learners to read newspapers, texts, magazines, watch television, see films/movies, 

utilize the internet and listen to different varieties of music. Thus media in a productive manner in the 

classrooms. Students are exposed to variety of media much more vast than that of their parents generation. 

They watch television and movies, read books, newspapers and magazines, listen to music and explore the 

internet Besides providing information and entertainment, media affects our values and behavior. it affects 

us on a subconscious level too. Student teachers must be offered hands-on application opportunities to 

increase their own knowledge and enjoyment of the media. Audio-visual aids like charts, working models, 

tape recorders, OHP, TV, DVD player, Multi Media projectors and computers support the varied means of 

educational communication. Experiments and demonstrations conducted and educational toys and puppets 

used during content teaching. Role playing/ dramatization can also be adopted in teaching practice. We must 

take advantage of the many resources and new technology that is becoming increasingly available to us in 

making our classroom teaching more impact and lasting. In fact we should embrace these advances and 

make them part of our teaching styles, in to best serve, the needs our students and our institutions. 

 

 

2. E-Learning in Teacher Education 

 

The rapid pace of technological development, particularly in the electronic media, is having a deep impact 

on our lives and habits. Computers, mobile telephones and the internet have not only begun to make major 

changes in our life styles, but they also offer new opportunities in all spheres of society. The new 

generations of student are already familiar with computers and the internet. For these students and 

environment that permits knowledge to be communicated in new ways at an acceptable cost and with high 

quality results is required to be created. 

 

E-learning, is an approach to facilitate and enhance learning through, and based on, both computer 

and communications technology. Such Services can include personal computers, CD ROMs, Digital 

Television, I Pod and Mobile Phones. Communications technology enables the use of the Internet, e-mail, 

discussion forums, collaborative software and team learning systems. E-Learning is defined by the Open and 

Distance Learning Quality Council in the UK 

 

(http://www.odlqc.org.uk/ odlqc/ n19-e.htm) as the effective learning process created by combining digitally 

delivered contents with (learning) support and services.” This aspect of technological advancement should 

not be ‘ignored in the Teacher Education programs as these courses are preparing teachers for tomorrow. 

The future teacher needs to be well versed with all the educational exploitable commodities available on 

electronic/digital form and also the means to use acquire them through, internet and then compile them and 

use them in the classroom. Besides use of ready made educational software, student teachers should give 

themselves a practice in designing their own software by downloading information from market sources. 

Even preparing power point presentations for use in the classroom has the possibility’ of prompting the 
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student teachers to locate appropriate animations, sound clips, video clips and images or graphics from the 

web, thereby enhancing e-knowledge in them. 

 

3. Consructiuism Used in Teacher Education 

 

Constructivist learning theory is gradually gaining the same respect and attention long accorded to 

behavioral learning theory (Duffy & Jonassen, 1992). 

 

Constructivism concerns the process of how students create meaning and knowledge in the world as well as 

the results of the constructive process. How students construct knowledge depends upon what they already 

know, their previous experiences, how they have organized those experiences into knowledge structures 

such as scheme and mental models, and the beliefs they use to interpret the objects and events they 

encounter in the world. In constructivism approach, media and technology are given, directly to learners to 

use for representing and expressing what they know. Learners themselves function as designers using media 

and technology as tools for analyzing the wold, accessing and interpreting information, organizing their 

personal knowledge, and representing what they know to others Instructional designs that enable and 

facilitate critical thinking and higher order learner are advised and encouraged for use in the filed. The 

foundation for using such designs in education are: They tools will have their greatest effectiveness when 

they are applied within constructivist learning environments. 

 

• They empower learners to design their own representation of knowledge rather than absorbing 

representation preconceived by others.  

 

• They can be used to support the deep reflective thinking that is necessary for meaningful learning.  

 

• They enable mindful, challenging learning rather than the effortless learning promised bur rarely 

realized by other instruction innovations.  

 

• The source of the tasks or problems should be learner, guided by teachers and other resources in the 

learning environment.  

 

• Ideally, tasks or problems for the application of higher order learning are situated in realistic contexts 

with results that are personally meaningful for learners.  

 

Using of multimedia construction programs engages many skills in learners such as: project 

management skills, research skills, organization and representation skills, presentation skills, and reflection 

skills. 

 

Research concerning the effectiveness of constructivist learning environments show positive results across a 

wide range of indicators. 

 

Media and technology have many advantages in terms of repeatability, transportability, and 

increased equity of access. In addition, although the research evidence is sparse, the cost-effectiveness, cost-

benefit, and rerun-on-investment of media and technology may be of great benefit under certain conditions, 

especially in developing countries. 

 

Large investments in time and support for teachers are especially critical if the adoption of 

constructivist pedagogies accompany the infusion of media and technology. This is critical-given that it is 

pedagogy that is most influential on learning, not media or technology. Media and technology, however, are 

integral to the implementation of innovative pedagogies. 
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The mission of improving teaching and learning focuses on the invention and improvement of 

creative approaches to enhancing human communication, learning, and performance through the use of 

media and technology. The purpose of this venture was to improve the learning environment and not to 

prove the success of any one established approach for effective teaching. 

 

Conclusion 

 

During practice teaching, the student teachers may be asked to plan lessons based on these above mentioned 

approaches. The learning transactions may bring fresh ideas to the regular teacher who witness what is 

happening in the class. The student teachers may feel the success of some of the plans. Each student teacher 

will realize his or he potentials in the area of cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains. It will help in 

developing insight about the teaching-learning process and evolving their own style of teaching.  
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